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According to Cornell University’s Evidence-Based Living, by the time you are reading this an 

estimated 36% of all New Year’s resolutions have already been abandoned. By this time next 

year, the number of abandoned 2020 resolutions will have increased to over 75%. So is there still 

any value in making resolutions? While there is plenty of debate on this topic, research would 

suggest there is still value.  

  

While on the surface a 25% success rate does not seem very encouraging, studies show that 

people who made resolutions are 10 times more likely to incorporate positive changes into their 

lives after 6 months. So what are American’s resolutions? According to a collaborative study by 

Cornell University’s Kaitlin Woolley and University of Chicago’s Ayelet Fishbach over 55% of 

American’s resolutions were health related, with the second highest set of goals related to 

employment at 34%; only 5.2% of resolutions were related to social goals (spend time with 

family, help others, enjoy life). Of these resolutions the most important factor for predicting a 

participant’s success was their belief in themselves that they could get the job done. Successful 

participants were the people that picked themselves up after momentary lapses and continued to 

work towards their goals. They were resilient.  

  

You may be wondering, what is resilience, and can it be learned? Everyone faces challenges and 

hardships at times. Resilience is your ability to cope with, and bounce back from, stress and 

adversity. Hopefully you even grow through the experience. Resilient people are often noted to 

thrive even in the face of adversity, not just survive. They take action to deal with problems, 

setbacks, and challenges. They have a sense of purpose and set obtainable goals for the future, 

but know when to stop, rest, and replenish. They also know when to seek support. While 

resilience is not a fixed state and can vary at different points in our lives, it can be learned, 

practiced, and strengthened.  

  

This year, let’s make a resolution to be more resilient. This can be achieved by focusing on 

social engagement, self-awareness and self-care, managing our attention and focus, finding 

meaning in our life, and striving for a growth mindset. You can volunteer at a local organization, 

practice self-compassion, avoid multi-tasking, take time for reflection, and acknowledge and 

embrace your imperfections. You can practice random acts of kindness, applaud your effort, not 

just your inherent skill, and eat well and exercise. Set realistic goals, and never forget to stand up 

when you have fallen. You are better for the effort.  

  

Regardless if you set a resolution, it is always great to set achievable goals. There is never a bad 

time to focus on improving your health and achieving a work-life balance. You can even pick a 

word that you want to work on, such as teamwork, confidence, or union. This year find a way to 

thrive, and be sure to reward yourself. You deserve it!  
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